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ABSTRACT
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The GIS and cloud computing which is a hybrid method, a proposed technique is made on par with
existing stenography and cryptographic algorithms. In modern years different steganography methods
has been used to construct data in a more secured way along with special steganalysis methods. There
are various tools that may be used for detecting hidden information which is easily available over the
internet in order to secure the data from steganalyst. This is considered to be a gap from the review of
the paper. Internet based computing provides security to cloud users as encrypted data in the cloud that
protects the data from many attacks. Cryptography using GIS is collective geographic information for
geographic or locational component purposes. It discharges Infrastructure as Service (IaaS), Software as
a Service (SaaS) and Platform as a Service (PaaS) to computers. The existing papers meet the services
individually, but as a whole, this will be done by GIS and CC which is a proposed hybrid model. Many
open source tools will be used for hybrid model which is secured for cryptography. Also MapReduce is
used to minimize the storage area which is mapped to GIS database in a cloud. The author proposed
hybrid model to deal with information in a secured way that will store and hide the information. This
happens along with some normalization techniques. Finally, the proposed model yields results in an
efficient way of delivery of information without any loss of data and with minimum time through effective
load balancing
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Cloud Computing is evolving as a key computing platform for sharing resources that include infrastructures,
software, applications, and business processes. Cloud computing is an Internet based computing which provide
servers, storage applications and resources to many organizations. Cloud Computing is a model to enable
expedient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources which can be rapidly
provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction. Security in cloud
computing is very necessary so that it would be more effective and useful. The users do not have any idea where
their data is placed. Hence, triple Security in Cloud Computing is made using related algorithms to provide
availability, confidentiality, integrity to the data.
Cloud computing technology includes Hadoop platform and MapReduce parallel computing model into the
domain of geographical information system to solve issues like spatial data storage, spatial data index and spatial
operation in various applications of GIS. MapReduce is applicable for computing-intensive spatial applications
and the lead in scalability and data storage efficiency is done by Hadoop. Thus large-scale distributed data
management provides an efficient way for big data storage based on cloud computing technology.
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Nowadays, Geographic Information System (GIS) is having enormous growth in all kinds of industries. It enables
users to visualize, issue, analyze, process store and interpret spatial data to understand relationships, patterns, and
trends. A GIS provides an electronic representation about the Earth's natural and man-made features which in turn
deal with real-world spatial data elements to a coordinate system through high computing resources. It involves
large size of spatial repositories and the complicacy of the geospatial models with an increase in time complexity
and high computing resources.
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GIS is an Integrated System of Computer Hardware, Software and Spatial Data that performs controlling and
analytical operations on this data to produce reports, graphics, statistics and controls geographic data processing
workflows. In turn, Cloud Computing is a parallel and distributed system consisting of a collection of
interconnected and virtualized computers that are dynamically provisioned and presented as one or more unified
computing resources based on service-level agreements. Geographic Information Systems applications have been
moving into the cloud with improved drive, Global organizations like ESRI, GIS Cloud Ltd etc have already taken
the quantum leap and taken a technical shift to Cloud Computing Paradigm. GIS Cloud infrastructure providers
are Amazon, Microsoft and IBM which provides reliability and security towards cloud technology to the endusers. GIS cloud is a service where large datacan be stored and accessed securely over the Internet through
computer’s hard drive

RELATED WORK
The author [1] describes that GIS and spatial data techniques lead to distributed data method and computing
environment. This made the cloud computing technology to focus on extensive resource sharing and low cost for
large data storage technology. They proposed new architecture for spatial data processing based on cloud
computing technology. in particular, the problems of large volume of spatial data in some of the disaster cases
which make the needs for stretch way for storing and analysis and computing all of these resources. Proposed
architecture for spatial data processing based on cloud computing technology then results showed better
presentation in assessment to previous works. To enhancing the proposed model to support raster data of GIS
system also using full use of computing services in the cloud computing infrastructure to swarm large volume of
data as possible using Amazon storage services such as Amazon S3.
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The author [4] said the enlargement of spatial technology and the spatial data have been collected through
different approaches. Raising the anxiety is being put forward on use of spatial information in emergence system.
This GIS technique and spatial information have lead to more distributed process and computing environment.
Then the cloud computing technology is focused on extensive resource sharing and low cost for large data storage
technology. Cloud based service to compute the large spatial data technique in emergence management and
provides efficient spatial service to the spatial platform. Cloud means infrastructures that provide resources and
services over the Internet. Frequently the services are layered to create a stack of cloud services that serves as a
platform for developing cloud-based appearance management applications. Face new challenges as try to manage
our spatial data that might be stored in a variety of devices.
This author [5] says about the Orfeo Toolbox (OTB) which is the tool for the operational development of the
future sub-metric optic and radar image. The OTB is useful for all public working in the Remote sensing imagery
community. Using a open source license, CNES hopes to gain from charity of many specialists to develop the
particular use of satellite imagery.
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The paper [2] deals with the cloud computing which is the most admired information technology for data
processing. This enables users to process large amount of information without having their own computing power
and this also apt for geospatial data processing. To examine how the cloud computing can improve geospatial data
processing with comparing its advantages and disadvantages and discussing cloud computing features. The cloud
computing technique’s growth in the field of geospatial data seem to become a hot spot and has to be more
extensive in the further tasks as the valuable consequences produced and seen from various organizations.
The author [3] deals with the CC which is the internet based technique provide various resources. The
accessibility of these resources is very flexible in nature and few are obtainable to customers free of cost but some
are on a pay-as-use basis. Then the customers also allowed to access information and utilize the computer
resources from anywhere having internet access. This cloud computing technology uses some security technology
like SHA 512, AES, and stenography to overcome the various security issues (stealing, hacking, unauthorized
access etc.). The author planned SHA-512 is used for verify integrity of data. For encryption, use AES and then
apply Steganography which can change presentation of data so that unauthorized person could not access the
hidden data. Hence this is essential for providing maximum security to the data. Receiver can get original plain
text by reversing the, SHA-512, AES, steganography. Outlook implemented SHA-512, AES and
STEGANOGRAPHY to provide maximum security in cloud computing. By implementing these three algorithms
we are intended to provide maximum security to the data. The technique used also increased the time complexity
which should be reduced and hence we will try to improve the same
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The paper [6] deals with the cloud computing technology which is an important issue of scientific community to
the spatial data. It refers the computing infrastructure for an illustration of network. Then the main individuality of
cloud computing is being dynamic, high power in computing and storage. It is cost effective for web based spatial
data and for difficult analysis. This cloud technology is an easiest way of distributed computing that handles
varied data. One of the most important feature of cloud computing is capability in powerful computing and
dynamic storage. Also they discussed that cloud computing is intended for data infrastructure which in turn be
able to develop the relation for spatial data infrastructure in the upcoming.
The author [7] told Geospatial data is an essential element in decision making processes and planning efforts
across a variety of industries and information sectors. This quantity and variety of data is rapidly increasing and
where as more of this data is risk oriented of being lost or becoming unusable. There is a increasing recognition of
the significance of being able to access historical geospatial data.
The author [8] describes about the enlargement of new generation of spatial databases, where the DBMS is able to
manage spatial and non-spatial data types together. This spatial database deal with vector geometries but it has
limited facilities for managing image data. It is important to make database capable of dealing with image together
with other spatial and non-spatial data types. To describe a solution for efficient handling of large image data sets
in a standard object-relational database management system. By means of sufficient indexing, density and
retrieval techniques, acceptable performances can be achieved using a standard DBMS, even for very large
satellite images. The part of the development of which aims to provide a complete environment for the
development of GIS applications.
The author [9] said geo information agencies are managed, maintained and build the geospatial information
platform. They combine the various geo-spatial data to give data analysis services for supporting government
decision making. This big data is difficult to address the data and computing intensive issues by established
platform. This uses HDFS for managing image data and MapReduce-based computing service. Further
optimization of platform architecture. Especially for IaaS layer, need to improve the efficiency of DC2’s resource
schedule, and optimize workload balancing and auto-scaling algorithm, as well as increase platform stability and
reliability. For PaaS layer, it will expand GIS service functions for service chaining with thematic application
services, such as land use and planning, government emergency response, and geographical condition analysis,
etc. On the other hand, need to consider the unified framework of spatial data cloud storage, which implements
integrated management based on the spatial data access interface for spatiotemporal data, such as managing
spatial vector data and integrating HDFS with geodatabase.
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The author [11] described about evaluation of multi-datacenter Hadoop deployment with single-datacenter
Hadoop deployment to identify the performance issues that inherent in a geographically distributed cloud. A
simplification of the problem description in the context of geographically distributed cloud datacenters is also
provided with deliberations on general optimization strategies. It describes about the design and realization of a
suite of system-level optimizations for improving performance of Hadoop service provisioning in a geodistributed cloud. This also deals with the prediction-based job localization that configures HDFS data placement
and data perfecting.
The author [12] discuss about the Hadoop which is a java based programming framework that supports the storage
and process of large data sets in a distributed computing environment. It is suitable for high volume of data. It is
using with HDFS for data storage and MapReduce to process the data. The main aim of Mapreduce programming
model is to parallelize the job implementation across multiple nodes for execution. Multiple nodes for execution. ,
all center of the researchers and companies toward to Hadoop. due this, many scheduling algorithms have been
proposed in the past decades. There are three important scheduling issues in MapReduce such as locality,
harmonization and equality. The most common objective of scheduling algorithms is to minimize the completion
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The paper [10] says about Hadoop raised area for image processing rather than for its unique purpose of text
processing. It has never been proved that Hadoop can be efficiently utilized for high-volume image files. The
purpose of Hadoop for image processing has been researched using eight different practical image processing
algorithms. It expand the file loom in Hadoop to deem the entire TIFF image files as a unit by increasing the file
format that Hadoop uses. This technique is scalable and resourceful in processing various large images; used
frequently for remote sensing applications. This creates variation between the single PC runtime and the Hadoop
runtime which is evidently noticeable.
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time of a parallel application and also achieve to these issues. In describe the overview of Hadoop MapReduce
and their scheduling issues and problems. then, it have studies of most popular scheduling algorithms in this field.
finally, highlighting the implementation Idea, advantages and disadvantage of these algorithms.
This paper [13] deals with the MapReduce systems that gives suitable due to their superior scalability, fault
tolerance, and flexibility to handle unstructured data. It discovers the viability of building a hybrid system that
takes the best features from both technologies. Hadoop and Hive are relatively young open-source projects.
HadoopDB will automatically benefit from these improvements. HadoopDB is therefore a hybrid of the parallel
DBMS and Hadoop approaches to data analysis, achieving the performance and efficiency of parallel databases,
yet still yielding the scalability, fault tolerance, and flexibility of MapReduce-based systems. The ability of
HadoopDB to directly incorporate Hadoop and open source DBMS software makes HadoopDB particularly
flexible and extensible for performing data analysis at the large scales expected of future workloads
The author [14] discuss about Hadoop data where users face with sensible advice on how to protect these
environments. This method of data storage is increasing extremely in lots of folds. There has been increasing data
security and isolation concerns for people who outsource data on this Hadoop clusters. The spatial data analysis of
big datasets using distributed method. Experimented the cloud computing technology in spatial fields over single
spatial databases and proved the performance and efficiency of operations on spatial data in Hadoop environment.
The main feature of hadoop is to partition the data by calculating 1000’s of hosts in similar to the remaining data.
Geospatial data analysis has been done through Hadoop and MapReduce in cloud computing technology. The
author concludes that the execution of Spatial query in mapreduce involves join transactions on small scale yields
efficient results with minimum time on comparison with hadoop and distributed DB systems.
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The author [16] describes the cloud data base that is based on hadoop technologies that is hadoop distributed file
system (HDFS). Data is simulated in different data nodes which can be accessed by name of the node using logs
that are present in them. They use Mapreduce method to process the data on cloud with various types of
systematic to perform using map reduce codes. As storage mechanism on cloud to the sender subscriber to a cloud
Daas Hadoop enables surplus data to be streamlined for any distributed processing system across clusters of
computers using simple programming models. It truly is made to scale up from single servers to a large number of
machines, each and every offering local computation, and storage space. Instead of depending on hardware to
provide high-availability, the library itself is built to detect and handle breakdowns at the application layer, so
providing an extremely available service along with a cluster of computers, as both versions might be vulnerable
to failures. This module described the Map Reduce execution platform at the heart of the Hadoop system. By
using Map Reduce, a high degree of parallelism can be achieved by applications. The Map Reduce framework
provides a high degree of fault tolerance for applications running on it by limiting the communication which can
occur between nodes, and requiring applications to be written in a "dataflow-centric" manner
The author [17] discuss about the development of a scalable spatial data supervision system and their various
spatial queries with MapReduce which cannot be supported using MapReduce without difficulty. Then they focus
on problems of difficult spatial applications and current methods correspondingly. It implements two distinctive
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The paper [15] discuss about Apaches Hadoop- HDFS which is used to store the streaming data that is too big in
size most organization. Using Hadoop Map Reduce for computing and HDFS for storage. This Hadoop technique
is most trendy for analysis, storage and to process very large data which does not require lots of changes in
hadoop system. This Hadoop application requires streaming access to data files. Data storage and data processing
try to solve which helps hadoop system to improve processing speed and reduce time to execute the task. Hadoop
application requires stream access to data files. During placement of data files default assignment of Hadoop does
not consider any data characteristics. If the related set of files is stored in the same set of nodes, the efficiency and
access latency can be increased. Hadoop uses Map Reduce framework for implementing large-scale distributed
computing on unexpected data sets. There are possible duplicate computations being performed in this process.
No mechanism is to identify such duplicate computations which increase processing time. Solution for above
problem is to co-locate related files by considering content and using locality sensitive hashing algorithm which is
a clustering based algorithm will try to locate related file streams to the same set of nodes without affecting the
default scalability and fault tolerance properties of Hadoop and for avoiding duplicate computation processing
mechanism is developed which store executed task with result and before execution of any task stored executed
tasks are compared if task find then direct result will be provided . By storing related files in same cluster which
improve data locality mechanism and avoiding repeated execution of task improves processing time, both helps to
speed up execution of Hadoop.
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spatial applications, all nearest neighbor and astronomical cross-match which face the same complex problem
where distance computing is essential. MapReduce is a key-value based programming model and an associated
implementation for processing large data sets. It has been adopted in various scenarios and seems promising.
However, when spatial computation is expressed straightforward by this key-value based model, difficulties arise
due to unfit features and performance degradation. The present methods as splitting method for balancing
workload, pending file structure and redundant data partition dealing with relation between spatial objects, a stripbased two-direction plane sweeping algorithm for computation accelerating. Based on these methods, ANN(All
nearest neighbors) query and astronomical cross-certification are developed. Performance evaluation shows that
the MapReduce-based spatial applications outperform the traditional one on DBMS. We implement two typical
spatial applications, all nearest neighbor and astronomical cross-match, which faces the same difficult problem
that distance computing is required
The author [18] says that the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) is used to store the huge amount of data set
consistently to stream the data sets at high bandwidth to user applications. In this type of cluster, thousands of
servers mutually deals with storage and implement user application tasks. Through distribution of storage and
computation across many servers, the resource can develop at an economical growth at each size. In a large
cluster, thousands of servers both host directly attached storage and execute user application tasks. By distributing
storage and computation across many servers, the resource can grow with demand while remaining economical at
every size. We describe the architecture of HDFS and report on experience using HDFS to manage 25 peta bytes
of enterprise data at Yahoo.
The paper [19] deals that the MapReduce framework and Hadoop are temporarily introduced in this segment. It
describes about the gradual execution process of this programming model, as well as its core modules. This also
analyzes the distributed file system of Hadoop (HDFS) and its specialized nodes. The outlined the importance of
spatial data, since they are used in almost every research field that needs to depict multidimensional data. The
illustrated how they can be efficiently processed in a parallel manner. Furthermore, due to ever-growing data sets,
the need arises for technological advancements towards information management. It is clearly understandable that
parallel computing is more beneficial over sequential methods. As a result, the way towards parallelization –
MapReduce and its implementation, Hadoop – will be the solution to a variety of difficult computational problems
The author [20] describes about the SpatialHadoop and a full-fledged MapReduce framework with native support
for spatial data. SpatialHadoop is a comprehensive expansion to Hadoop that injects spatial data awareness in
each Hadoop layer, namely, the language, storage, MapReduce, and operations layers. This method used to
improve the cloud architecture which is hybrid for object storage based for geospatial data processing. Due to
increase in retrieval of the geo-spatial data by various fields, the necessity for delivery of the geospatial process is
also increased. This has led to hybrid cloud architecture to handle geospatial data compared to object based data
storage. The hybrid model allows retrieval of geospatial data from public cloud. The execution is possible over a
distributed large scale devices which are virtually reserved by the organization of cloud

The paper [22] deals with the cloud computing technology which is the tremendous next generation information
technology. This technology is used to access remote data and provide a large amount of storage space .It provides
a secured cloud storage system and also maintains privacy between Third party auditor and Cloud service
providers. In cloud computing the Third Party Auditor guarantee that the cloud service provider & also itself TPA
would not learn any knowledge about the data that is stored on the cloud server. During the efficient auditing
process, it not only eliminates the burden of cloud user from the tedious and possibly expensive auditing task. The
partitioning of data will enables storing of the data in easy and effective manner. It also gives way for flexible
access and there is less cost in data storage. The space and time will also effectively reduce during storage. Also
the remote data integrity checking detects the threats and misbehaving server while storing the data in cloud
ensuring data security. Calculating digital signature may secure file more efficiently.
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The author [21] says that Encryption techniques are the most secured method to transfer the perceptive
information from sender to the intended receiver. The main Objective of this method is to create a perceptive
information illegible to all other except the receiver. The secure transmission of information AES encryption has
been used which provides most secure way to transfer the sensitive information from sender to the intended
receiver. The main purpose of using this technique is to make sensitive information unreadable to all other except
the receiver. The data thus compressed enables utilization of storage space in cloud environment. It has been
augmented with Hadoop’s map-reduce paradigm which works in a parallel mode. The experimental results clearly
reflect the effectiveness of the methodology to improve the security of data in cloud environment.
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The author [23] discuss about the Steganography technique to secure the data dealing with number of attacks.
Tools have been considered for detection of information over Internet. Instead of secured algorithms of the
existing algorithms to hind the image with data , still public key like Deffie-Hellman and RSA is susceptible in
mathematics. Hence the paper [] proposed quantum cryptography with steganography which provides security in
an efficient way. They use of quantum cryptography has added another layer of defense to our data. Even if we
use most secure encryption algorithm and best stegno technique to hide our data, if the keys gets compromised
these security will be of no use. Quantum cryptography addresses current as well as emerging threats and it
definitely has “competitive advantage” over other public key cryptosystems. They used quantum cryptography
only for key distribution rather than for entire messages because of limitations of transmission speeds and
hardware expenses. The representation of bits through polarized photon is the foundation of quantum
cryptography that serves as the underlying principle of quantum key distribution. They are concentrates on theory
of quantum cryptography and the use of quantum cryptography for key distribution and how the use of quantum
cryptography contributes to the field of steganography. They using quantum mechanics and photon polarization
we can provide perfect security
The paper [24] deals with the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) which is a secured authentication technique
for cloud computing environment. In Advanced Encryption Standard, the key deliberation dealt in this application
is the encryption schema for protected data by making it incoherent for all. . Implementing AES for security over
data provides less memory utilization and less computation time as compared to other algorithms. It also provides
security to cloud users as encrypted data in the cloud that protects the data from many attacks
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The author [27] discussed three algorithms to secure the communication on the network. These algorithms
provides authentication of the document by the sender through digital signatures. Data encryption algorithm
provides encrypted data to secure data from outsider attacks. Steganography can change the presentation of data to
make the data secured and to avoid the interpretation of data by users in order to provide data security on the
network. This security related issues are the greatest obstacle in the popularity of cloud. Therefore we are going to
use the combinations of three different algorithms- DSA, DES and Steganograohy. These algorithms help to
reduce the problems of security on cloud. Digital signature Algorithm, Data Encryption Standard and
Steganography to improve the security in cloud computing. We find that the Time complexity is high because it is
a one by one process but in future this time complexity could be reduced. We try to improve the time complexity
by using other security algorithms.
The author [28] describes integration of GIS and cloud computing solves many issues based on large-scale
scalable server cluster. The author discusses about issues like storage of spatial data, index of spatial data and its
operations. They evaluated the presentation and effectiveness of operations of spatial data in the platform of
Hadoop with the original data available. Normally spatial objects are bigger and more complex structure with
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The paper [25] deals with cloud computing which is an internet based computing technology. It is used to share
the large amount of software information and resources to the world. In this cloud environment, resources are
shared to all servers to separate users. This computing system supports distributed services, multi-domain
Infrastructure, and multi-users to secure data efficiently. It also guarantees the secured data storage system by
using several encryption algorithms with digital signature. The security model in a cloud computing environment,
here file one encrypted with RSA algorithm in which keys are created sequence one by one to the system. This
ensuring a major secures and also solves the main security issues like a new login user data hacking to the
attacker. Login into the main system is compulsory and download, store the files. The encrypted a file is hide from
unauthorized users. The files already store the main system server. It only single user multiple servers. The user
forgets a password and not able to access same user name have key value to identify unique values. Once login
the entry detail is cannot access the same user name login. The new user security for cloud computing platform
includes RSA and encryption algorithm. The user login execution period is not a part of higher.(ie)
implementation of each algorithm is perform different servers, and download, upload a files to take overall system
is stop difficult. The RSA algorithm and digital signature with encryption model high secured and light encryption
system information. We want to work ensure safe communication computers between systems to user.
The paper [26] deals with cloud computing that is used to resolve the day to day computing problems like
Hardware, Software and Resource accessibility unhurried by Computer users. It is used to provide unchallenging
and non-ineffectual solution for computational issues. They implement the digital signature with RSA algorithm
to provide the Cloud Storage Methodology and Data Security in cloud.
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various properties. Every object not only has spatial properties such as points, lines and polygons in itself, but also
group of similar objects with their relationship in clustering of spatial data. These clusters give easy access to
process the data where the access does not use the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) data management
interface directly to access and operate the spatial data. Data files are divided into a lot of small discrete objects
which are stored in different processing nodes in HDFS file system using MapReduce. This achieves storage
efficiency and minimum computing power in accordance with scope and the space size. Author proposed a hybrid
index process of data preprocessing which is spatial search and spatial operation of Hadoop a distributed search
method. Hadoop has done dynamic spatial data index. The index data split to basic unit handled by each node and
Map/Reduce node can concurrently handle the data file and its equivalent index file. The author done preliminary
research on storing and indexing of spatial data. For this, work on spatial data analysis, processing and mass
spatial data storage is required to attain the objective of geospatial cloud service.
The author [29] explained that the Hadoop – GIS is a high performance system that deals with big data by
modifying query output (execution of query on MapReduce, etc).This paper proved the high scalability and
performance of Hadoop-GIS with global partition indexing system on comparison with parallel SDBMS which
performs efficient SDBMS to calculate intensive queries. Hadoop-GIS is available in terms of package in Hive, a
software package, a set of library to process queries of spatial data. The author proposed a technique on index of
building which partition the data to execute queries. The paper concludes with efficient query processing of
spatial data. They have proposed an effective solution for analytical spatial queries over big datasets but they did
not concentrate much on complicated spatial queries in their proposed system.
The author [30] developed a spatial Hadoop in MapReduce frame for spatial data which overcomes Hadoop-GIS
drawbacks. This paper yields efficient throughput than Hadoop for k-nearest-neighbor queries and triple
presentation for spatial joins.
The author [31] describes that Hadoop is a programming platform used to support the processing of large data sets
in a distributed computing environment. Authors described the evolution of Hadoop which is a framework that
divides an application into different parts. The current Hadoop ecosystem consists of the Hadoop Kernel,
MapReduce, HDFS and numbers of various components like Apache Hive, Base and Zookeeper.
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The author [36] describes the security related problems like hacking, stealing, misusing etc. and also deals with
the security related problems in cloud computing. The author used combinations of three different algorithms such
as DSA, DES, and Steganography. These algorithms are used to rectify the issues on cloud to store the data. Some
unwanted activities can damage the data that is cybercrime. The security issue in cloud is that, it has a single point
of failure. One mistake or failure can impact the whole group. The hacker not only hack the cloud data it also hack
the user account. The main intent of security is to provide availability, confidentiality, integrity to the data. The
author used triple security in cloud computing by using three different security algorithms. These algorithms are
based on signature of digital based encryption of data and data hiding beyond the file of audio. The author
implement Digital signature Algorithm, Data Encryption Standard and Steganography to improve the security in
cloud computing with the disadvantage of time complexity.
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The author [32] discussed about geospatial data in a distributed environment for Big Data analysis in WebGIS.
This involves cloud-based storage and calculation of commodity cluster that lead to increase in performance of
Input and Output. Also, parallelized performance is achieved simultaneously. This paper concludes with
performance improvement of 14.6 % and 57%-153% better than traditional database management system.
The author [33] proposed techniques for handling the large size of images acquired by airborne and remote
sensing satellite sensors. Also explained various techniques used for effective management and process to handle
large data sets.
The author [34] described the HDBS based Distributed cache system in their work. The cache services are
designed with three access layers an in-memory cache, a snapshot of the local disk, and the actual disk view
provided by HDFS.
The author [35] discussed three algorithms to secure the communication on the network. These algorithms
provides authentication of the document by the sender through digital signatures. Data encryption algorithm
provides encrypted data to secure data from outsider attacks. Steganography can change the presentation of data to
make the data secured and to avoid the interpretation of data by users in order to provide data security on the
network.
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The author [37] describes the method to pass information with unknown existence to repel attention of the
potential attacker. This method of information hiding can be given to copyright protection for digital media along
with hiding data for confidentiality. The paper focuses on the Least Significant Bit (LSB) method to hide
messages in an image. The author enhanced the LSB technique by randomization to disperse the messages in an
image to make harder for unauthorized users to get the original messages.
The author [38] describe data security initiate the threats and the unpleasant trend that has necessitated the need
for an advanced approach to data security. Serpent encryption algorithm and distributed steganography are already
proven techniques for securing the data. This paper describes an developed mechanism to ensure data security by
strategically combining serpent cryptographic algorithm and distributed steganography. The unified approach is
aimed at leveraging the strength of these two proven techniques to achieve a robust mechanism for ensuring
confidentiality and integrity of data in the cloud. In this paper, they focus on securing the data in the cloud to
ensure the data confidentiality and integrity as a proposed work.
The author [39] described data storage and management technology because of cloud computing are getting more
extensive attention in various applications. Security will be a serious challenge to store the data in the cloud
environment. This paper describes the advantages of spatial data management in cloud computing environment.
The paper sets a spatial data security management model under the cloud environment, and reviews the key
security technologies of the spatial data storage and management. But the application of cloud computing in
spatial data storage and management is favorable to many IT enterprise and users. It has a lot of advantages in
cloud computing technology which is still to be improvised further.
The author [40] describes the collection of thousands of servers host directly that are connected to store and
execute the client request tasks with distribution of storage of data and computation across many servers which
the resource can produce with demand which are economical at every size. The author explains the architecture of
HDFS and manages 25 peta bytes of enterprise data at yahoo.
The author [41] describes the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) storage files. HDFS gives scalable, faulttolerant storage at low cost. HDFS stores files across a collection of servers in a cluster. Files are splitted into a
blocks and each block is written to more than one servers. This copying provides both fault-tolerance and
performance. HDFS make sure data availability by continually monitoring the servers in a cluster and the blocks
that they manage.
The author [42] describes the fault occurs in large scale distributed systems such as Hadoop clusters. Native
Hadoop provides basic support for Fault tolerance. However, simply re-processing the whole task decreases the
efficiency of job execution, especially when the task is almost done is discussed in this paper.
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The author [44] deals with confidentiality for encrypting large data. As it is a time consuming process, this is
controlled by an efficient application of the process in parallel mode. This paper yields efficient cost solution to
process large scale data by encryption which undergoes compression to save the space. The persistent storage
compared to network storage that gives high performance which is cost-effective than other traditional
alternatives. And the cloud infrastructures should support the use of persistency which is attached locally for
efficient support of Big Data and other I/O intensive applications. As there are existing methods which supports
networked storage for availability of data may not be applicable to big data systems.
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The author [43] describes the inspects Hadoop cluster and security for Hadoop clusters using Kerberos. Then
security enhancement using role based access control, reviewing built in protections and weaknesses of these
systems. The goal is to explore security problems in which Hadoop data users face with pragmatic advice on how
to secure these environments. Since this new technology of data storage is increasing tremendously in many folds,
there have been increasing data security and privacy concerns for people who outsource data on this Hadoop
clusters.
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COMPARISON OF SPATIAL DATABASE AND SPATIAL CLOUD DATABASE
Table: 1. shows the comparison of spatial database and spatial cloud database
Sno

Spatial Db

Spatial Cloud Db

1

security

Normal security

High security

2

user access

Limited

Global access

3

Storage capacity

limited

unlimited

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

Hyper Spectral Image
Orfeo toolbox
Geospatial DB
MapReduce/Hadoop
GeoSpatial Data
To Store
Cloud
Application
Authentication

Client

Vector

Raster

Fig: 1. proposed Architecture
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

For the proposed architecture, the hyperspectral images acquired by remote sensing satellites are given as input.
The input images are already preprocessed. The input images are processing by using Orfeo toolbox to create
Geo-Spatial Database.
Secondly, the geo spatial database is normalized and reduced using MapReduce and Hadoop to store it into the
cloud.

CONCLUSION
The paper is concluded by proposing a hybrid model through survey of papers on other existing stenography and
cryptographic algorithms. Many tools also have been surveyed to detect hidden information over the internet.
Also, MapReduce is used to minimize the storage area which is mapped to GIS database in a cloud using
normalization techniques. The paper concludes with the detection of hidden information available over the
internet in order to secure the data from steganalyst .Thereby the proposed model may result with delivery of
Sankar and Sevugan 2016 | IIOABJ | Vol. 7 | 5 | 139-149
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Thirdly, the Map Reduced Geospatial data are processed for various application in the cloud environment. A
simply authentication mechanism is used for providing access to the data which is stored in cloud. Based on the
application and query given by the client the output will be given in either raster or in vector form
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information without any loss and with minimum time consumption. Finally the integration of GIS and cloud gives
efficient data retrieval and other E-Commerce services that reduce any manual work by outsourcing to the cloud
GIS Effective data balancing is made by applying load balancing strategy.
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